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A program with student engagement at its heart, 
HMH Into Literature has:

• Culturally diverse, relevant texts grounded in 
high-interest topics and essential questions

• Activities before and after reading that 
invite students to bring their expertise to the 
classroom  

• Guiding questions during reading that promote 
annotation and close reading 

• A digital experience designed for presentation 

• A Teacher Review tech tool that allows  
you to see students responding in real time

REVIEWER QUICK TIP: 
Select any unit, and then 
choose Student Edition  
to view the interactivity 
designed for whole- 
class engagement.  

Culturally Relevant Text to Ignite 
Student Engagement

p High-interest topic from Grade 9, Unit 3

p Engage Your Brain and Choices activities before and 
after reading

p Interactive digital presentation to foster engagement 
and discussion

Relevance 
Matters

Relevance Matters: Culturally 
Responsive Teaching in the 
ELA Classroom
by Tyrone C. Howard

As educators, we want students who are excited to learn and engaged in the work. 
But many students are disconnected, turned off to education because they don’t 
see school as related to who they are and the world they inhabit. That’s where 
culturally responsive teaching comes in. It’s an approach that uses the experiences 
and strengths of a diverse student body to make school more relevant, and it’s 
backed by research that shows that people learn most successfully when new 
information is linked to what they already know. 

The concept of culturally responsive teaching was introduced by education scholar 
Gloria Ladson-Billings and built upon by author and educator Geneva Gay. It 
incorporates attributes and knowledge from each student’s cultural background 
into instructional strategies and curricula in order to improve educational 
outcomes. A key element is a learning environment that values the strengths 
students bring into classrooms, rather than focusing on deficits. Students are 
encouraged to use familiar ways of speaking, thinking, knowing, and analyzing in 
order to learn new content and ideas.

By creating a conducive learning environment, offering relevant content, and 
following best practices in your pedagogy, you can help students make connections 
between their lives in the world and their lives at school that will increase their 
engagement and improve outcomes.

“Culturally responsive pedagogy is situated in a 
framework that recognizes the rich and varied 
cultural wealth, knowledge, and skills that diverse 
students bring to schools, and seeks to develop 
dynamic teaching practices, multicultural content, 
multiple means of assessment, and a philosophical 
view of teaching that is dedicated to nurturing 
students’ academic, social, emotional, cultural, 
psychological, and physiological well-being.”

—From Why Race and Culture Matter in Schools: Closing the 
Achievement Gap in America’s Classrooms, by Tyrone C. Howard 
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Our approach to culturally responsive 
teaching was guided by program  
author Dr. Tyrone Howard.

Amigo Brothers by Piri Thomas
Grade 7, Unit 5, Reader’s Choice on Ed

Super Human by Nicola Yoon
Grade 10, Unit 2, p. 105

New Kid by Jerry Craft
Grade 6, Unit 2, p. 141

Spirit Walking in the Tundra by Joy 
Harjo, Grade 8, Unit 3, p. 223

They Called Us Enemy by George Takei
Grade 11, Unit 6, p. 677

A Long Walk to Water by Linda Sue Park
Grade 6, Unit 5, p. 393

The 57 Bus by Dashka Slater
Grade 9, Unit 3, p. 233

A Village After Dark by Kazuo Ishiguro
Grade 12, Unit 6, p. 739

Culturally Relevant Text to Ignite 
Student Engagement (continued)
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Into Literature focuses on the core competencies of social and emotional learning developed by the 
Collaborative for Academic, Social, and Emotional Learning (CASEL).

Integrated Social & Emotional Learning 
Into Literature unit topics and selections can be used to reinforce instruction of SEL concepts, and you 
can use SEL concepts to encourage students to analyze the selections through a different lens.

In the Introduce the Unit feature, a 
Teacher’s Edition note supports direct 
instruction in a specific competency. 

In the Choices section of every lesson, there’s an 
activity in the Student Edition or the Teacher’s 
Edition that connects the content of the 
literature to a competency. 

In the Reflect & Extend section at the end of 
every unit, an SEL note in the Teacher’s Edition 
provides guidance for incorporating an SEL 
competency into one of the activities.

REVIEWER QUICK TIP: For more information on 
SEL, click on the Program Overview and select 
Program Guide, Student Engagement Section.

Integrated Social & Emotional Learning (continued) 
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Diagnose Student Needs and Track Growth with 
the Growth Measure and Assessment

Check Progress with Embedded Formative 
Assessments

Find a variety of options in the Student Edition, 
Teacher’s Edition, and digital experience for 
checking students’ understanding of the texts 
and the skills that you teach throughout the year.

HMH Growth Measure provides NY standards-
based domain level reporting. 

Teacher insights from Growth Measure enable 
educators to make informed instructional 
decisions for individual, group, and whole-
class environments.

HMH Growth Measure provides:

• HMH Scaled Score

• Student Growth Index

• Grade Level Equivalency

• Three Performance Levels: Below-Level,  
On-Level, and Above-Level

• Lexile® (Reading) or Quantile® (Math) Interval

• Domain-Level Reporting

• A consistent reporting experience across  
Into Reading and Into Literature

Choose from a library of editable Selection 
and Unit Tests—as well as skills-based 
practice assessments in reading, vocabulary, 
and grammar—to check students’ proficiency 
with NY standards and skills.

Both the culminating unit writing tasks 
and the Collaborate & Compare features 
systematically build the thinking, writing, 
and synthesizing skills needed for high-
stakes assessments and college and career 
readiness.

REVIEWER QUICK TIP: Select 
Assessment and use the Component 
filter to browse Online Unit Tests that 
reflect high-stakes assessments.  

p Unit tests with passages and technology-enhanced  
item types that mirror high-stakes assessments

p Culminating writing task from Grade 9, Unit 1, p. 86

Measure Mastery with Summative Assessment

This computer-adaptive test adjusts item 
difficulty based on students’ responses to 
accurately measure their proficiency.
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OR CLICK HERE

Promote Close, Careful, and Analytical Reading 
with the Notice & Note Close Reading Protocol

Use Notice & Note for Close Reading

Developed by educational leaders and HMH 
Into Literature authors, Dr. Kylene Beers and 
Dr. Robert Probst, the Notice & Note protocol 
with Signposts can improve comprehension 
and sharpen students’ close reading. 

Integrated Notice & Note 
resources, such as the 
student handbook, highlight 
Next Generation Learning 
Standards, making complex 
text accessible.

Notice & Note Signposts invite students 
not only into the text but also into the 
conversation, enabling every student to 
have a dialogue with the text.

p Grade 9, Unit 1 A Chance in the World

Promote Close, Careful, and Analytical 
Reading Through Digital Annotation and Support

Annotation and notetaking tools in the 
eBook allow you to model close reading 
and generate class discussion.

Students can use these tools in their 
Student eBook to answer guided reading 
questions, record their reactions to texts, 
and prepare for writing assignments.

REVIEWER QUICK TIP: Review Notice and Note 
Resources by selecting the Notice and Note bucket. 

LEARN MORE

SCAN ME

Notice and Note Peer Coach Videos include 
a student introducing a Signpost and anchor 
question by demonstrating an example.

CCCC BQBQ

AMAM CCCC

TQTQ XLXL

WWWW NSNS

AAAA QWQW

MM      MM      © Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company© Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company WGWG

Fold

Notice & Note Signposts

 Bookmark
Directions:

1. Cut out the bookmark along the
gray lines.

2. Fold the bookmark along the
dashed center line.

3. Tape the edges together.

4. Use this bookmark to help you
remember the Notice & Note
Signposts as you read!

Into Literature
Notice & Note Signposts
for Literary Texts

Contrasts and Contradictions

Why would the 
character act (feel) 
this way?

Aha Moment

How might this 
change things?

Tough Questions

What does this 
question make me 
wonder about?

Words of the Wiser

What’s the life lesson 
and how might it 
affect the character?

Again and Again

Why might the author 
bring this up again 
and again?

Memory Moment

Why might this 
memory be important?

Into Literature
Notice & Note Signposts
for Informational Texts

Big Questions

What surprised me? 
What did the author 
think I already knew? 
What challenged, 
changed, or confirmed 
what I already knew?

Contrasts and Contradictions

What is the 
difference and why 
does it matter?

Extreme or Absolute Language

Why did the author 
use this language?

Numbers and Stats

Why did the author 
use these numbers 
or amounts?

Quoted Words

Why was this person 
quoted or cited and 
what did this add?

Word Gaps Do I know this word 
from someplace else? 
Does it seem like 
technical talk for this 
topic? Can I find clues 
in the sentence to help 
me understand the 
word?

© Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company© Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company

Image credits: (t to b, l to r) Image credits: (t to b, l to r) ©Radachynskyi Serhii/Shutterstock; ©Billion Photos/
Shutterstock; ©Patrick Krabeepetcharat/Shutterstock; ©ChristianChan/Shutter-
stock; ©Alex006007/Shutterstock; ©ChristianChan/Shutterstock; ©Yakobchuk 
Vasyl/Shutterstock; ©Radachynskyi Serhii/ Shutterstock; ©aslysun/Shutterstock; 
©concept w/Shutterstock; ©space_heater/Shutterstock; ©Adriana/Adobe Stock 

p Printable Notice & Note 
Bookmarks
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© Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company MRMR

Notice & Note Signposts
 Bookmark
Directions:

1. Cut out the bookmark along the 
gray lines.

2. Fold the bookmark along the 
dashed center line.

3. Tape the edges together.
4. Use this bookmark to help you 

remember the Notice & Note 
Signposts as you read!

Instrucciones:  
1. Recorta el marcador a lo largo de 

las líneas grises.

2. Dobla el marcador a lo largo de la 
línea de puntos centrales.

3. Sella los bordes con cinta.
4. ¡Usa este marcardor para 

ayudarte a recordar las Señales 
Notice & Note mientras lees!

Into Literature
Notice & Note Signpostsfor Literary Texts

Contrasts and Contradictions
Why would the 
character act (feel) 
this way?

Aha Moment

How might this 
change things?

Tough Questions
What does this 
question make me 
wonder about?

Words of the Wiser
What’s the life lesson 
and how might it 
affect the character?

Again and Again

Why might the author 
bring this up again 
and again?

Memory Moment
Why might this 
memory be 
important?

Into Literature
Notice & Note Señales 
para textos literarios

Contrastes y contradicciones
¿Por qué actuaría 
(se sentiría) así el 
personaje?

Momento “¡Aja!”

¿Cómo cambiará
esto las cosas?

Preguntas difíciles
¿En qué me hace 
pensar esta pregunta?

Palabras del sabio
¿Cuál es la lección de 
vida y cómo afectará 
al personaje?

Una y otra vez

¿Por qué el autor 
mencionaría esto 
tantas veces?

Momento de recuerdo
¿Por qué será 
importante este 
recuerdo?

Fold/Dobla

© Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company 
© Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company 

Image Credits: (t to b) Image Credits: (t to b) ©Radachynskyi Serhii/Shutterstock; ©Billion Photos/Shutterstock; ©Patrick Krabeepetcharat/Shutterstock; ©ChristianChan/Shut-terstock; ©Alex006007/Shutterstock; ©ChristianChan/Shutterstock
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Name: 

Notice & Note Writing Frame

 Informational Text
Directions: Write a paragraph about a Big Question you asked while reading an 
informational text. 

1. Identify the title and author of the informational text you’re writing about.

2. Tell what Big Question you asked, and explain your answer. 

3. Provide one or more quotes from the text.

4. For a bonus, identify a signpost you noticed as you answered the question. 

Use this example as your guide.

As I read “The Dung Beetle as a Weapon Against Global Warming” by 
Jennifer S. Holland, I asked myself the Big Question, “What surprised me?” 
The main thing that surprised me was what a large amount of greenhouse 
gasses animals create. The article says, “The 1.3 billion large ruminants—
dairy cows and beef cattle, buffalo, sheep, goats . . . emit more greenhouse 
gases than does the transportation industry, according to the UN.” (p. 1) 
Animals seem natural, unlike pollution from cars and trucks, so I was 
shocked to learn they add more to the problems causing global warming. As I 
was reading this section, I noticed the Word Gap signpost. I didn’t know what 
ruminants were. There were clues in the sentence that helped me figure it out 
though, so that wasn’t a problem.

NOTICE & NOTE

SIGNPOSTS

Contrasts and Contradictions

Extreme or Absolute 
Language

Numbers and Stats

Quoted Words

Word Gaps

BIG QUESTIONS

 • What surprised me?

 • What did the author think 
I already knew?

 • What changed,  
challenged, or confirmed 
what I already knew?

Printable Writing Frames ask students 
to explain the significance of the 
Signpost and provide an example to 
guide them.

https://players.brightcove.net/68348719001/default_default/index.html?videoId=6185108536001
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Into Literature provides personalized scaffolds  
for students so that they can read and 
understand the texts in each unit, including:

• Leveled questions and sentence frames for  
each text that can be assigned online 

•  Visual summaries and targeted passages  
with reading checks 

•  Vocabulary in 10 languages 

•  Multilingual summaries in Spanish,  
Haitian-Creole, and Portuguese  

•  Alternative authentic texts for students who 
need more accessible or challenging options

•  Videos, anchor charts, and leveled practice  
to reteach skills and standards 

Differentiation for All Learners 

p Multilingual Glossaries in 10 languages
p Four levels of scaffolding for Student Edition texts

REVIEWER QUICK TIP: Go to Reading 
Resources and filter by component to see 
reading support for each text. Or, browse 
Intervention, Review, & Extension for skills 
support.

p Selection summary in Spanish

p Visual and text-based summaries support students 
in grappling with complex texts.

Differentiation for All Learners (continued) 
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A Chance in the World
English

This text is a first-person memoir about the 
author’s experience as a child in an abusive foster 
home. Steve is malnourished and regularly beaten 
by his foster parents, the Robinsons. He resorts to 
stealing food from the Robinsons and eating it in 
secret in their cellar. Steve also finds comfort and 
inspiration in the books he reads, which he must also 
keep hidden from the Robinsons. 

Steve’s neighbor Mrs. Levin shows kindness 
toward him, offering him dozens of books. These 
provide him with not just a sense of vicarious 
escape—of life outside of his abusive environment—
but also models of perseverance through impossibly 
difficult circumstances.

Una oportunidad en el mundo
Spanish

Este es un texto autobiográfico sobre la 
experiencia del autor en un hogar de acogida 
violento en su niñez. Sus padres adoptivos, los 
Robinson, lo tenían mal alimentado y solían 
golpearlo. Steve termina robando comida de los 
Robinson y comiéndola, en secreto, en el sótano 
de la casa. Steve también encuentra consuelo e 
inspiración en los libros que lee, que también debe 
ocultar de los Robinson.

La vecina de Steve, la señora Levin, es amable con 
él, y le ofrece docenas de libros. Los libros no solo le 
brindan una especie de escape, de vida por fuera de 
su ambiente de maltrato, sino también modelos de 
perseverancia en circunstancias extremadamente 
difíciles.

Yon Chans nan Lemonn
Haitian Creole

Tèks sa se yon memwa an premye pèsòn sou 
eksperyans otè a lè li te timoun nan yon mezon 
dakèy kote yo te abize l. Steve te mal nouri epi paran 
adoptif li yo, fanmi Robinson te konn bat li. Sa lakòz li 
kon vòlè manje fanmi Robinson pou li manje ansekrè 
nan sousòl yo. Steve jwenn konfò ak enspirasyon 
tou nan liv li konn li yo, li te oblije sere yo tou pou 
Robinson yo. 

Vwazen Steve Madan Levin janti avèk li, li ba li 
plizyè douzèn liv. Liv sa yo ba li non sèlman yon 
sans pou chape mantalman — epi viv andeyò 
anviwònman abizif li a— men tou yon modèl 
pèseverans nan sikonstans ki vrèman difisil yo. 

Uma chance no mundo
Brazilian Portuguese

Este texto narrado em primeira pessoa é um 
relato das experiências da infância do autor vivendo 
em um lar adotivo abusivo. Desnutrido, Steve era 
regularmente espancado por seus pais adotivos, os 
Robinsons. Ele teve de recorrer a roubar comida dos 
Robinsons e comê-la em segredo na adega deles. 
Steve também encontrava conforto e inspiração nos 
livros que lia, e que também mantinha escondido 
dos Robinsons.

A vizinha de Steve, a Sra. Levin, era gentil com 
ele, e ofereceu-lhe dezenas de livros. Isso oferecia a 
ele não apenas uma sensação de fuga indireta – de 
se ausentar de seu ambiente abusivo – mas também 
modelos de perseverança em circunstâncias 
impossivelmente difíceis.

UNIT 1

Selection Summaries
English, Spanish, Haitian Creole and Brazilian Portuguese

Into Literature  •  Grade 9

de Una  
oportunidad 
 en el  
  mundo

Memorias de 
Steve Pemberton

MEMORIA una historia que se cuenta desde la perspectiva del escritor

QUIÉN
Steve Pemberton: 
un joven huérfano

Los Robinson: la 
familia adoptiva 
de Steve, quienes 
lo maltratan

Señora Levin: 
vecina de Steve
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CUÁNDO/DÓNDE

QUÉ

Steve se fue a vivir con los Robinson a 
Massachusetts cuando tenía 7 años.

• Steve se complacía en leer libros, pero a veces no se 
le permitía. Para poder leer, creó un escondite seguro 
debajo de las escaleras en el sótano.

• A través de los años, su vecina la señora Levin le dio 
muchos libros para que los leyera. 

• ¿Cuál es el libro favorito de Steve? ¿Por qué es su libro 
favorito?
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• Reinforce the reading-writing connection 
with authentic mentor texts that reflect the 
culminating writing tasks.

• Prepare students for that culminating task  
with skills ladder prompts with each lesson.

• Foster peer collaboration and “gamify” the 
writing experience with anonymous review. 

• Save time grading with TurnItIn® originality 
checking, AI-powered RevisionAid, and a 
teacher dashboard.

• Customize prompts, rubrics, and  
Google®-compatible graphic organizers  
with Writable’s extensive library, including  
SAT®/ACT® assignments.

Writing to Respond & Writing to Create  
with Writable®

REVIEWER QUICK TIP: Select Writable, then 
Explore to browse the library or discover 
resources connected to Into Literature. 

p Foster peer collaboration and save time grading

HMH Into Literature was designed to support 
educators in confidently teaching all of the 
New York Next Generation Learning Standards.  
As you review the program, notice:

• Strong vertical alignment across grade levels 

• Lessons that introduce skills and standards 
prior to the readings—with graphic organizers 
to aid comprehension and analysis 

• Videos, anchor charts, and interactive skills 
practice to reinforce mastery  

REVIEWER QUICK TIP: Visit 
Standards to see standards 
correlations across all grade 
levels. 

Alignment to NY Next Generation Learning 
Standards & NYC Priority Standards

p Grade 7 Student Edition, p. 274

p Peer Coach Videos—available in Intervention, Review,  
& Extension on Ed

p Grade 11 Student Edition, p. 460
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Embedded, Ongoing Professional Learning

With Teacher’s Corner™, whether you want to quickly prep for a lesson or invest time in your professional 
growth, we have trusted resources to enhance your instruction and classroom tomorrow.

• Read articles or watch classroom videos and see master teachers in action

• Improve classroom and institutional practice through tips from other users of Into Reading. 

• Connect with HMH coaches, thought leaders, and each other and thought leaders with 
weekly live events.

Leader’s Corner™ provides administrators access to all existing professional learning in Teacher’s Corner, 
family resources from Family Room and content specifically designed for instructional leaders and 
administrators.

LEARN MORE

OR CLICK HERE

SCAN ME

Welcome to the Family Room, a place for families to engage in your child’s learning and build 
partnerships with communities!

The Family Room supports new learning environments and helps make at-home learning more 
manageable to help support children. 

• Easily accessible and equitable, on-demand resources in both English and Spanish 

• Getting Started Tips for family members on how to navigate the HMH Platform

• Program Support Information and how family members can help

• Shareables are quick and friendly tips to manage their child’s engagement, instruction, and 
development giving students a sense of ownership and belonging in school.

Embedded Family Engagement

Access the Family Room on the Student Dashboard
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hmhco.com

Student Growth
A Vision for 

To learn more about HMH Into Literature, please visit 

hmhco.com/NYC

https://us.hmhco.com/new-york-city/



